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immediately after giving sibelius permission to save the file, it created a new document. each of the
following windows is customizable (the last one allows customization beyond just font, color, etc.). the
organize tool allows the user to rearrange all the elements to their liking. now we can start tweaking.
after every few tweaks the preview window allows you to see what your changes have done. sibelius
isnt perfect. there are, unfortunately, some features that could use improvement. we suggest that

anyone new to sibelius makes sure that, instead of pushing the little print button (ctrl+p), they instead
click the big print button (ctrl+l) first. this will save the file to your desktop or folder of choice. the file
can then be printed normally. as much as we like sibelius, it could benefit from more features. clicking

print and hitting the space bar should create a blank sheet in a new document. however, instead
sibelius just opens a new document. a better way to create a blank page would be to open the organize
window, open your favorite instrument, and set the instrument to a new page/new part by clicking page.
when you are in organize, there is a double arrow button beside each part. when you click it, the current
window becomes the one you are in, but the key is that when you move back to an instrument, you are
taken to the part/instrument you want. the organize window is one of the basic window you can use to
create your own layouts. then you can simply set those layouts to the quick start defaults (thanks to

david german for helping to make this happen.)
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we could then get to work cleaning up the score. the tempo originally only had all white notes. we could
add notes to any of the bars or combine multiple bars. we could also vary the duration of the bars by
using the automatic stretchy-lasso tool. it is amazing how quickly we were able to clean up this score!
we then decided to export the project as an audio midi music (aim) file. this generated a file that we
played back in sibelius 5 and listened to. the cool thing was that we could have multiple instances of
sibelius 5 playing at once on different computers without any problem! this is great for large-scale

projects and it allows you to easily hear a piece of music in multiple instrumental versions. we even had
some fun hearing it in the garritan personal orchestra version! this was an enjoyable experience. we

learned about the different ways you can interact with the composer environment of sibelius. it was also
a good opportunity to take advantage of sibelius 5's new features. sibelius 5 offers excellent support for

common chord progressions in a simple and intuitive chord library, and there are plenty of detail
controls for shaping those chords into a custom chord progression for your next piece. there is even an
easy way to insert chord variations into your scores. the chord library is so good that it has a dedicated

chord builder section. this allows you to drag and drop any chord into the sibelius window, and the chord
is immediately added to your score and chord library. you can mix and match different major, minor,

and diminished chords to create a complex progression, or choose to just start from the root. add,
remove, and rearrange by simply dragging and dropping, and youll find yourself tapping out chord

progressions in no time. 5ec8ef588b
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